By textbooks\' definition, endocytosis is a process through which cells internalize plasma membrane, surface receptors and ligands, bacterial toxins, immunoglobulins, viruses, and various soluble molecules. Yet, evidence is accumulating for a wider role of the endocytic machinery. For instance, in the case of signaling receptors, endocytosis is not only required for attenuation (removal of receptors from the cell surface) but also for optimal coupling of receptors with intracellular signaling effectors ([@bib10]).

A more mysterious connection derives from observations that various endocytic proteins shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, with a possible involvement in transcription ([@bib1]). However, there is no knowledge of the putative transcriptional targets and of their biological relevance. A better defined mechanistic case was reported for two endosomal proteins, APPL1 and 2, which, in response to signaling stimuli, translocate to the nucleus and interact with the nucleosome remodeling--histone deacetylase complex NuRD--MeCP1 ([@bib6]). However, it is not known whether APPLs are true endocytic proteins. Finally, Numb, an endocytic protein ([@bib4]) probably involved in receptor recycling ([@bib9]), is translocated to the nucleus by Mdm2, a p53 regulator. Numb is an antagonist of Notch, a receptor involved in cell fate determination and in differentiation/survival ([@bib8]). Thus, Numb might integrate a complex circuitry involving receptor recycling, Notch function, and p53 stability---a scenario awaiting experimental corroboration.

The described findings point to some endocytic--nuclear connection. The picture, however, is still blurry, particularly in the following: there is no evidence so far for a well-defined biochemical/biological nuclear function of an authentic endocytic protein; by-and-large, endocytic proteins are not concentrated in the nucleus at steady state, and their shuttling can be unmasked only by inhibiting nuclear export with Leptomycin B; in the majority of cases, no signaling stimuli were identified that could induce or modulate the process; and shuttling endocytic proteins display nuclear export sequences, but no clear nuclear localization sequences (NLS). True enough, they can be translocated to the nucleus through association with other NLS-containing proteins. And yet, if they exert any function in the nucleus, why was there selective pressure for efficient extrusion and not for import? Are endocytic proteins actually "not desired" in the nucleus?

On page 191 of this issue, [@bib7], report observations that tie up several of the loose ends. They focus on huntingtin interacting protein 1 (HIP1), a player in the early step of endocytosis that, together with the related protein HIP1R, establishes connections between the forming pit and the actin meshwork ([@bib5]). [@bib7] show that, in prostate cells, HIP1 translocates to the nucleus in an androgen-dependent fashion. HIP1 associates with the androgen receptor (AR) and enhances the effects of the AR on the transcriptional activity of a known AR-inducible promoter. The effect is blocked by an antiandrogen drug, indicating that HIP1 directly modulates AR transcriptional activity. HIP1 also coactivates the transcriptional ability of other nuclear hormone receptors, including the estrogen and glucocorticoid receptors. Importantly, the authors established a direct, androgen-dependent association of HIP1 to androgen response elements. HIP1 also displays a putative NLS. More work will be needed to establish the relevance of this NLS on the nuclear translocation of HIP1 or of the HIP1--AR complex. Reassuringly, however, a mutation in the NLS abrogated the coactivator function of HIP1. Thus, HIP1 constitutes the first clear-cut example of a bona fide endocytic protein with a molecularly defined tie to a nuclear event ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Figure 1.**HIP1 as a hub.** The molecular interactions of HIP1 in endocytosis (right) and regulation of androgen-dependent transcription (left) are depicted.

It is evidently too early in the game to draw general conclusions. However, data from [@bib7] tell us that, among all possible nuclear functions, endocytic proteins might be involved in regulation of gene expression. This begs the next "finalistic" question: why? Some speculative frameworks can be put forward.

First, it is still endocytosis after all. Endocytic proteins might control the transcription of a limited set of genes involved in endocytosis and traffic. Prompted by the work of [@bib7], and without any claim to comprehensiveness, we looked at the presence of androgen response elements in the first 1,000 nucleotides preceding the ATGs of all human genes. We identified 227 genes, with no particular enrichment in genes encoding known endocytic/traffic proteins (unpublished data).

Second, coordination of endocytosis with other cellular processes. At some levels this possibility must be obviously true, if nothing else because two cellular processes (endocytosis and transcription) would be competing for common effectors. The issue, however, is whether the two processes are mechanistically interdependent; i.e., whether some "higher" cellular program needs their simultaneous execution. Initial evidence, although not denying this possibility, does not directly support it.

[@bib7] report that ∼50% of HIP1 undergoes AR-dependent nuclear relocalization. This is in line with what was shown for other endocytic proteins upon Leptomycin B treatment ([@bib11]). Although these results do not negate the possibility of "coordination," they suggest that there is functional segregation between the pools of endocytic proteins that work in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus.

The two functions of endocytic proteins can be apparently executed independently of each other. [@bib7] mutated two conserved lysine residues in the ANTH phosphoinositide-binding domain of HIP1. As expected, this mutant displayed reduced association to clathrin-coated vesicles. However, its transactivation ability was unperturbed and actually modestly increased. Similarly, it was previously shown that endocytosis and nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of endocytic proteins are independent processes ([@bib11]).

Third, networks, hubs, and moonlighting. The definition of protein interaction maps is revealing interesting features. These maps are structured into areas of local networks connected by hubs. These hubs, represented by single proteins, are nodes displaying a large number of interactions. When a hub connects proteins in the same functional "territory," or belonging to two "affiliated" territories (e.g., coated pit formation and actin cytoskeleton), it is straightforward to infer its significance. In the present case, however, the two processes (endocytosis and transcription) are not immediately affiliated. It should be noted, however, that hubs are multifunctional connectors, frequently displaying many protein interaction modules. If hubs are scaffold organizers, then the cell might have found it convenient to use the same scaffold to organize different processes. Thus, the transcriptional function of HIP1 (and possibly of other endocytic proteins) might represent a true moonlighting job. This does not deny that the convergence of two heterogeneous processes on the same hub might have deeper physiological meanings. However, it means that, for many practical purposes (and if the hub is not rate limiting), the two functions can be studied separately.

Regardless of the physiological scenario (or combination of them), there are important implications for pathology. HIP1 is altered in human cancers and thought to contribute to the malignant phenotype through perturbation of receptor trafficking ([@bib3]). It is of note that other endocytic proteins are altered in cancer ([@bib3]), frequently as partners of fusion proteins in leukemia, which is a disease clearly associated to perturbations in transcriptional regulation. Furthermore, HIP1 was originally identified as an interactor of huntingtin (htt), a protein mutated in Huntington\'s disease. Mutated htt has a decreased affinity for HIP1, suggesting that this diminished interaction might play a role in the pathogenesis of the disease. Again, this has been connected to alterations in membrane traffic, leading to synaptic dysfunction, and also to a role of HIP1 in apoptosis (another cellular process enters the scene!), leading to neurodegeneration ([@bib2]). [@bib7] now open the possibility that transcriptional deregulation might be part of the pathogenetic involvement of HIP1 in cancer and neurodegenerative diseases. There might be a lesson here: hubs connecting heterogeneous cellular processes might constitute weak links in the cellular master plan in that alterations of a single protein might contribute more than one step to the pathogenesis of complex diseases.
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